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Process based model analysis of pine and spruce growth
to predict climate change impacts

1. Introduction

1.1 Ecosystem processes and forest development

Forests undergo continuous change that is characterized by the increase in plant
size, consequent competition of space and growth resources, suppression and
dominance of individuals and mortality of individuals. Mortality of individuals or group
of individuals results either directly from competition or from biotic or abiotic factors
leading to plant senescence. These biotic or abiotic factors, often also called
disturbances, may be dependent on climatic factors, such as storms or drought that
promotes fires, or they may be linked to development phase of vegetation. The latter
together with appropriate climatic conditions and existence of biotic factors may
predispose the vegetation to biotic disturbances. The scale of disturbance vary
between these two phenomena. While the abiotic disturbances may lead to large
scale openings of tree canopies, the biotic disturbances often concern only individual
trees or groups of trees. The continuous change of the forests is called succession
and in natural conditions it leads to variable forest structure which is characterized at
spatial scale of patches of widely different dimensions. At local scale it results into
tree canopies that can be dominated by single cohorts or canopies with different size
trees or multiple tree cohorts.

Increasingly, the forest structure results from man-made management where the
biomass production of trees in a certain forest area is harvested and brought to
human use instead of it being burned in forest fires or slowly decomposed at the site
after trees fall. These practices alter mainly the disturbance process, influencing the
size and quality of openings formed in the tree canopy and the age of the dominant
trees. The other processes of succession i.e. establishment, competition,
differentiation and mortality leading to succession of species and self thinning have
remained relatively less altered. Silvicultural practices of soil scarification and
artificial regeneration through sowing or planting aim at favoring the selected species
but this happens within the context of vegetation competition that is more difficult to
control than the disturbance pattern that has naturally longer repetitiveness than the
desired managed rotation (Kuuluvainen 2002).

Climate change influences practically all of the above processes. In the boreal
Fenno- Scandia temperature will rise faster than the global average, precipitation will
increase somewhat along with the global increase in the CO2 concentration. These
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changes will have impact on the frequency of natural disturbance factors, such as
fires and biotic causes that spreading of new species of animals and fungi and
changes in the behavior of the existing ones will cause. However, as Finnish forests
are predominantly managed, it is expected that the role of natural disturbance factors
will also remain small in the future. Natural vegetation change with climate is
buffered as existing established populations tend to be able to resist out competition
even in suboptimal conditions (Chapin et al. 2004). Forestry operations could
actively introduce both new provenances and entirely new species as adaptive
forestry (e.g. Kellomäki et al. 2005). From the forest management point of view the
most important changes will be those related to the change and establishment of
vegetation upon the liberation of space after the disturbance and the consequent
competition between species, first between grasses, herbs and the trees, then
between trees of different species and lastly the growth and development of
established tree population.

1.2 The approach of the analysis

In this document we will use our biological understanding of the processes that
govern the plant growth in order to estimate how the situation of forest management
of even-aged forests is likely to change under the predicted climate change. The
analysis will concentrate on: a) productivity and growth changes of pine and spruce
stands in changing climate, b) changes in severity of herb layer competition after
clear-cutting and c) changes in competitive status between conifer and broad leaved
trees in sapling stands. We will use both literature analysis (b and c) and a number
of different process based models in the analysis of stand growth changes in
changing climate. For the relative changes in the initial development of conifer vs.
broadleaved growth we use the functional- structural tree model LIGNUM (Perttunen
et al. 1998), for the tree crown and canopy productivity changes we use SPP model
(Mäkelä et al. 2006) and for the stand growth changes we utilize process based
stand growth models PipeQual (Mäkelä and Mäkinen 2003) and MicroForest (Hari et
al. 2008). These models will be supported by soil hydrology models to analyze the
occurrence of drought under different climate assumption and recently developed
mechanistic stem growth model to estimate the drought impact on stem growth.

2. Process-based analysis of climate change impacts on forest
growth

2.1 Growth and development of vegetation

The vegetation succession after disturbance depends first on its establishment and
then its growth. Physiologically these two processes are related to separate traits in
plants life cycles. The establishment results from flowering, pollination, seed
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maturation and dispersal and subsequent seed germination and early growth. The
growth results from photosynthesis and nutrient uptake and their allocation to
permanent structures. There is normally a trade-off between vegetative growth and
reproduction. Annual plants invest only a part of their seasonal resource capture to
increase the vegetative size (i.e. leaves and roots that are able to take up resources)
and direct the rest to reproductive organs and seed production. In contrast, some
trees, like for example Norway spruce, need to gain rather large size and age before
they start flowering.

Vegetation growth is best understood as a sequential process in which plants
harvest growth resources from their environment and utilize those to increase their
size. The harvesting of the growth resources depends on the resource density in the
surroundings of plants. This is dependent on the surrounding vegetation structure.
The change in the size of plants will influence the resource density and has a
feedback to resource capture and subsequent growth (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of vegetation growth process

The individual plant development depends on the resource capture, allocation to
growth and senescence rate of plant organs. This is illustrated with respect to plant
carbon balance in Figure 2. Efficient resource uptake facilitates rapid growth but it
also requires a good access to high resource flux density. The latter require either
low competing vegetation or good position within the competing vegetation. Fast
growth rate will gain a good resource supply. However, also allocation to height
development will give access to better light conditions (and also root system spread
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below ground for nutrients). Investment to extension growth requires allocation of
resources to supporting structures and consequently less resource availability to
organs capturing resources. In the short run this means losing out in resource uptake
but in the long run may signify gain in the competition if new growth is taking place
on top of the previously built structures.

Figure 2 Schematic presentation of carbon flows in plants and influencing factors

When analyzing the climate change impact on vegetation we need to study what
happens to resource uptake and losses e.g. in photosynthesis, respiration, allocation
to growth and senescence of different plant biomass compartments. The responses
in different types of species from annual herbs to different pioneer and tree species
require that we first analyze what kind of changes can be expected within species of
given functional and structural traits and how they compare with each other. The
latter is needed to be able to predict changes at plant community level.

In the following we first study the impacts of climate change on tree productivity and
growth and subsequently estimate how competitive status between trees and ground
vegetation will change after clear cutting and also how the conifer vs. broadleaved
growth is influenced by climate change.

2.2 Photosynthetic production of trees

We estimated the potential increase in photosynthetic productivity in Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris) and silver birch (Betula pendula) due to direct effects of increasing
temperature and CO2. The model of photosynthesis calculates the light driven
biochemical processes that bind CO2 into sugars and the diffusive influx of carbon
dioxide into the leaf from the atmosphere resulting from the concentration gradient
that photosynthesis establishes. The biochemical activity of leaves depend on the
radiation that they receive, the leaf nutrient status (here estimated with nitrogen (and
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thus protein) concentration) and the temperature and the seasonal cycle in it. The
carbon dioxide influx depends on the steepness of the concentration gradient and
the conductivity of the diffusive pathway from atmosphere into internal air spaces in
leaves. The former depend on the net rate by which photosynthesis minus
respiratory processes consume CO2 in leaf and the atmospheric CO2 concentration.
The conductivity of the diffusive pathway is mainly controlled by the degree of
opening of the leaf stomata. Between species important changes in the leaf
boundary layer and within leaf diffusive pathway conductivity exist as well. The
stomatal conductivity depend on rate of leaf CO2 gain and leaf water loss, that
inevitably takes place.

Depending on the growing conditions the photosynthetic production of leaves
responds in a predictable manner to variations in the atmospheric and soil
conditions. This response can be estimated from field observations. Once
established as a model, it can be used to calculate how photosynthetic production
varies with measured or predicted changes in these driving conditions. We
calculated photosynthetic production of a single leaf in half-hourly time steps with
leaf intercepted radiation, temperature, atmospheric vapor pressure deficit and CO2

concentration and soil water status as variables driving the photosynthetic rate using
a biochemical model of photosynthesis (Farquhar et al., 1980) along with a model of
stomatal conductance (Leuning (1990). The seasonality of photosynthetic capacity
and quantum yield in conifer pine were described as delayed temperature response
(Mäkelä et al., 2004). The model parameters were estimated from multiannual time
series of shoot and leaf gas exchange in pine shoots in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland
(Kolari et al., 2007). For deciduous birch, the annual cycle model was replaced by
simple temperature-driven model of leaf unfolding and day-length-triggered leaf
senescence that determined the seasonal development of the leaf area index of the
stand. The parameters of the photosynthesis model were estimated from gas
exchange of birch leaves (Juurola 2003).

Photosynthetic production of the trees was determined by integrating the
instantaneous photosynthetic rate at shoot (pine) or leaf (birch) level over the whole
stand. The integration was done with SPP (Stand Photosynthesis Program, Mäkelä
et al., 2006) that combines a model of shoot photosynthetic production with the
model of light interception in the canopy (Stenberg 1996) and soil water limitation to
gas exchange (Duursma et al., 2007). In the model the soil water starts to limit the
transpiration rate as soil water content drops below 40% level of the total potential
plant available water in the soil (which is defined as the difference in soil water
content at field capacity (i.e. when freely draining water has drained from soil pores)
minus that at the plant wilting point) and decreases henceforth rather linearly with
decrease in the plant available water. In SPP, photosynthetic production is modelled
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at tree level. Trees of different species, size, leaf area density or physiology are
represented as size classes. Each size class may have its own photosynthetic
parameters, canopy shape and dimensions. The individual crowns consist of a
homogeneous medium. The trees are assumed to be randomly distributed in the
stand. When calculating the light environment inside the crowns, shading by the
neighboring trees is taken into account in addition to within-crown shading.

In the present climate the model can explain the seasonal pattern of photosynthetic
production very well, including drought-induced decline (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Daily photosynthetic production (GPP) of the stand during year 2006: a) GPP extracted from
eddy covariance, upscaling directly from chamber measurements, and prediction with SPP (Kolari et
al. 2009), b) predicted stand GPP with no soil water limitation on tree gas exchange and GPP with the
actual soil water status
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In the simulations tree dimensions, leaf area index and tree density were typical for
an established tree stand in a self-thinning phase well after canopy closure. The
model was run with a climate change scenario (Jylhä et al., 2009) that corresponds
to approx. 50%  increase in the emissions of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion by
2050 and a slow decline after that (scenario A1b, Table 1). Climate change modified
weather data from Hyytiälä was used as the model input. All half-hourly records of air
temperature and atmospheric CO2 were increased by the mean annual temperature
rise and CO2 increase, respectively. Water vapor concentration in the air was altered
so as to keep relative humidity of air unchanged (Dessler and Sherwood 2009;
Kimmo Ruosteenoja, personal communication).

Table 1. Projected increase in atmospheric CO2 and mean annual temperature in Finland according to
Jylhä et al. (2009).

Year CO2 (ppm) T increase (deg C)

2025 430 1

2055 540 2

2085 650 3

Annual photosynthetic production will increase more in birch due to steeper
instantaneous temperature response and higher temperature optimum of
photosynthesis than in pine (Figure 4). Most of the increase can be attributed to
longer growing season, in midsummer the simulated momentary photosynthetic
rates in 2085 are only 10–15% higher than in the present climate. The summertime
enhancement in photosynthetic production is almost exclusively caused by the
increase in atmospheric CO2.
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Figure 4. Predicted relative (year 2000 = 100) annual photosynthetic production in middle-aged pine
and birch stands (only direct effect of temperature and CO2 considered) and in the stemwood
production of pine (enhanced N cycling and changed allocation patterns taken into account) until year
2085.

The model predicts a decline in instantaneous transpiration rates in both pine and
birch. Due to the longer growing season in the future, however, the annual
cumulative transpiration will remain approximately at the present level. Increasing
CO2 enhances water-use efficiency as the stomata tend to open less at elevated
CO2 than in present CO2 (Figure 5). The free-air CO2 enrichment studies have
shown no significant change in the stomatal responses to CO2 (Medlyn et al., 2001).
Increasing stand foliage area, however, may partly offset the enhanced water-use
efficiency.
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Figure 5. Variation in a) photosynthetic productivity and b) transpiration at different atmospheric CO2-

concentrations and average temperature rises.

Overall, drought will probably remain a minor risk for forest productivity in Finnish
conditions in the future if the temporal distribution of precipitation over the growing
season remains similar to the present conditions. The predictions done with SPP
model assuming climate change scenarios and using known soil properties showed
that the number of drought days (i.e. days when photosynthetic production drops
below 50% of the potential) will slightly increase on average towards the end of the
century, but the increase is just two to five days from the present (Mäkelä et al.,
2010). The increase is slightly larger on drier site in the south-western part of the

a

b
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country while on moist sites in most of the country would not be suffering from
drought even in the future climate on average (see Figure 6)

Figure 6. The development of the average number of drought days under climate change scenario
(A1b) on medium fertile (110 mm) and poor (50mm) site (Mäkelä et al. 2010)

2.3 Acclimation of photosynthetic processes

Figure 3 illustrates that analysis is able to predict the variation of photosynthetic
production in present climate. However CO2 and temperature increase will directly
influence leaf properties that may change the CO2 and water vapor fluxes at leaf –
atmosphere boundary and also indirectly influence the situation through possible
enhanced nitrogen availability and deeper canopy shading that may result from
increased foliage growth. While the expected temperature variation is not changing
during growing season dramatically from the present there is considerable change in
the expected ambient CO2.This will change the balance between the energy, water
and CO2 fluxes at leaves. In particular angiosperms are efficient in adjusting their
leaf proteins to correspond to changing conditions (Evans 1991). A number of
experiments have shown that if CO2 alone is increased, in the long run the leaf
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nitrogen content decreases and photosynthetic capacity down-regulates (Tjoelker et
al., 1998, Juurola 2003, Elsworth et al., 2004 ). Normally this decrease is associated
with increasing leaf biomass at canopy scale. Similar down-regulation of
photosynthesis is not reported or is not as strong in conifers (Tjoelker et al., 1998,
Juurola 2003) that generally have much lower variation in leaf nutrient content and
that are much more limited by the CO2 diffusion pathway in their productivity than
broadleaved trees (Manter and Kerrigan 2004). So at leaf level, conifer productivity is
expected to rise more but at the canopy scale the differences are partially
compensated by the relatively higher leaf area to present that the broad leaved trees
are able to produce. However, acclimation to elevated CO2 may decrease the
difference between these tree groups from the predicted trends (Figure 4)

Although temperature during growing season will most likely not cause directly
acclimation in trees that would influence the predictions it has indirect influence on
growing season length and other ecosystem processes influencing the net
productivity. The models used are able to predict accurately seasonal variation of
photosynthesis from southern France to Lapland, so that influence should be
accounted for quite well in the predictions (Mäkelä et al 2008). However, as the
climate change in the winter time is large enough, there may be some problems for
tree acclimations that could result into either spring time frost damage and
accelerated needle mortality, in particular with spruce (e.g. Koca et al., 2006).

Another possible factor that may be influencing the productivity is enhanced nitrogen
availability for trees that follows from accelerated nutrient turnover in the soil. This
will potentially have a stronger influence on broadleaved than conifer trees
(Ripullone et al., 2003). Higher nitrogen availability may increase the maximum
photosynthetic rate particularly in broadleaved trees. However, the additional
nitrogen may also increase leaf growth. The results from long term CO2 enrichment
experiments would tend to suggest that in forests with rather low leaf areas the
increased leaf area may be the dominating influence (Norby et al., 2005). Elevated
CO2 and nitrogen availability increase the leaf area duration (McCarthy et al., 2006).
At higher leaf areas there also seems to be an enhancement in the light use
efficiency of the leaves (Norby et al., 2005, McCarthy et al., 2006). Overall, the
vegetation acclimation to new growing conditions will influence the predictions that
are done assuming current response pattern to changing conditions. The elevated
CO2 concentration will most likely decrease the predicted difference between the
conifer and broadleaved species but simultaneously the predicted increase in the
nitrogen availability has an opposite effect. Bearing in mind the uncertainty involved
in the scenarios and possible other factors concerning the vegetation response the
scenario result of about 25% higher productivity in pine and about 40% higher
productivity in birch gives a fairly good representation of the expected change.
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2.4 Tree Growth

Changes in photosynthetic productivity(GPP)  is but one of the responses to
changing climate and long term response includes changes in net productivity (NPP)
as changes will also influence the respiration rate, changes in resource allocation to
different biomass compartments, changes in their size that will have feedback to
productivity as shown before and changes in the senescence (see Figure 2).
Experiments with long term exposure to elevated CO2 in temperate climate have
shown considerable increase in both net primary production (NPP,i.e. phosynthetic
production minus respiratory losses) and growth allocation between leaves, wood
and fineroots (Franklin et al., 2009). Temperature increase will instantaneously
influence respiration rate (eg. Kolari et al., 2009) but there is a lot of evidence that it
will tend to balance with the production rate (Malhi et al., 1999, Saxe et al., 2001,
Körner 2006) so that increased GPP will also be associated with proportional
increase in the net productivity.

Biomass production changes of pine was further studied with MicroForest (Hari et
al., 2008)  that incorporates soil nitrogen (N) cycling and changing allocation into
foliage, wood and roots. It calculates the allocation between the leaves, wood and
fine-roots from determined structural regularities between the wood dimensions and
amount of foliage and from the requirement that the resource uptake and the
resource use for growth will match each other (Hari et al., 2008). The key
parameters of the model that change with climate are annual photosynthetic
production in unshaded conditions, decomposition rate of proteins in the soil, and
nitrogen deposition. For the productivity simulations the annual photosynthesis was
obtained from the previously presented simulations with increased CO2 and
temperature. The rate of decomposition was increased by 6% per °C rise in
temperature. Nitrogen deposition was assumed to remain at the present level.
Simulations with just warmer climate scenario and elevated CO2 did not bring about
growth enhancement. However, enhanced N cycling and change in within-tree
biomass allocation allowed, along with productivity changes, for additional increment
of approximately 20% in pine stemwood production. This mainly results from lower
allocation below ground. The experimental results from the large scale CO2
enhancement  experiments have produced similar results (Oren et al., 2001) in terms
of elevated CO2 while soil warming experiments produced similar outcome in terms
of enhanced nitrogen availability (Strömgren and Linder 2002). The fate of nitrogen
quantitatively upon the enhanced decomposition is not certain as part of it may be
immobilized within the soil microbial communities. However, combined influence of
continuous nitrogen deposition and elevated temperatures and CO2 are  certain  to
produce growth acceleration as predicted (Magnani et al. 2007)
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Tree species seem to have different response pattern in growth allocation as regards
to the enhanced production in elevated CO2. The nutrient use efficient conifers seem
to allocate relatively more to stem while the broadleaved species had much higher
allocation to fine root under elevated CO2 (Delucia et al. 2005). Franklin et al. (2009)
attributed these changes to different turnover rates of the fine roots which imposes
large differences in the nitrogen usage for root growth. Due to this difference the
broadleaved species that have generally more rapid root turnover rate would be
more susceptible to low soil nitrogen availability than pines. However, if indeed the
nitrogen availability increases in soil due to climatic warming and enhanced
decomposition, it may be that the broadleaved trees may invest more of their growth
to stems than pines (McCarthy et al. 2006). This is also seen in the Finnish growth
and yield tables of Scots pine with saturating stem yield with the highest soil fertilities
(Koivisto 1959). Some of those allocation changes are considered in the modeled
response but they may be slight overestimations as not all the changes in
branchiness that are associated with higher productivity. We could thus suspect that
the gain in stem growth may be slightly lower than predicted in the simulation for
Scots pine and about the same or higher for birch.

Increase of drought days was not predicted to cause any significant reduction in the
plant productivity but it may have direct influence to growth. In the long term
historical growth data there was a decrease in both pine and spruce growth during
dry years (Yrjönen 2008). The growth influence of drought results from the growth
process itself. Trees use water pressure to expand the newly differentiated cells to
the size of mature cells that are then lignified in the cell wall formation process. The
water pressure is created osmotically and trees use sugars for that. If they are under
water stress more sugars are needed to just maintain the cell turgor not to mention
the cell expansion. If drought is persistent, the achievable final cell size remains
smaller. However, if the drought is reversed also growth may resume and rather
rapid expansion may follow. This naturally depends if the phase of the annual cycle
still allows it. Figure 7 shows how much earlier the growth starts to react to decrease
in soil moisture compared to photosynthetic productivity.
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Figure 7. Relative decrease in modeled cumulative photosynthetic production (grey line) and modeled
cumulative stem diameter growth (black line) during 2006 drought year vs. no drought conditions.

Although the average number of drought day does not increase considerably, the
climate change may imply occasional more severe drought periods that may
severely influence growth and enhance leaf turnover and increased mortality. Figure
8 shows the extent of drought periods during the last 50 years and how their length
would change in the climate of elevated temperature. It is clear that almost doubling
the number of drought days from 2006 drought to otherwise similar rainfall pattern in
the new climate would be extremely stressful for trees and almost certainly lead to
increased tree mortality. As Figures 6 showed, the severity and extension of the
drought period depend on the soil water storing capacity. The main problem in the
future may follow from the combination of favorable growth years that may allow
establishment of trees with too large foliage fine-root ratio for possible soil- drought
combinations and occasional severe drought that will then kill the ill suited trees.
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Figure 8 Simulated number of drought days under current (blue bars) and changed (A1b, 2070-2099)
climate (Mäkelä et al., 2010)

2.5 Post disturbance competition

Creation of canopy gap or enhances availability of radiation and nutrients that favors
initially efficient species over the species adapted to scarcity of resources under the
closed canopy. Grasses and herbs that allocate their production predominantly to
productive and reproductive organs quickly conquer the space. Perennials and trees
that use substantial proportion of their production to development of permanent
support structures only gradually gain better access to resources and over the time
can shade out the annual plants.

Elevated temperature, CO2 concentration and more rapid turnover rate of soil
organic matter that releases more nitrogen to plant use will lead to eutrofication of
the sites. This will favor more rapid post disturbance development of grasses and
herbs (Theurilat and Guisan 2001, Manninen et al. (in print)). Also comparable size
seedlings of present broadleaved species such as birches are better competitors for
resource capture in high resource availability during early development in
comparison to our conifers (e.g. Dehlin et al., 2004). The difference is manifested
through the spouting capability that places the broadleaved species in a superior
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competitive position relative to conifers during the early years after clear cutting and
due to contrasting broadleaved growth pattern that is able to gain much higher
sapling height per invested resource than in conifers during the early growth.

Muukkonen and Mäkipää (2006) published models for ground vegetation biomass
based on the large forest inventory database. Figure 9 presents the calculated
variation of grass and herb biomass both as a function of fertility class and annual
temperature sum acoording to Muukkonen and Mäkipää (2006). The current
temperature sum variation between 500 to 1300 dd is predicted to change to be
between 900 to 2400 dd. The upper limit corresponds to current weather in Southern
UK. There Ford and Newbound (1970) observed about triple the biomass of herbs
and grasses 2 years after clear-cutting the tree stand compared to the values of the
most fertile sites in South Finland currently. According to Palviainen et al. (2005) the
maximum ground vegetation biomass occurs 5 years after clear cutting in the current
1000 dd climate conditions.

Figure 9. The post harvest biomass of herbs and grasses as a function of site temperature sum and
fertility class (1 rich, 5 poor) according to Muukkonen and Mäkipää (2006)

3. Climate change impacts on forest management

We use the stand growth simulator Pipe Qual (Mäkelä and Mäkinen 2003) to analyse
the impact of higher productivity on the pine stand growth. The model assumes
monoculture without between species competition. We increase the forest
productivity to correspond to the situation at 2090 in Figure 4 and compare the
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situation to present growth on medium fertile Myrtillus type forest. This value
assumes increased productivity due to elevated temperature and CO2 plus
enhanced nutrient turnover in the soil organic matter and considers the impacts of
drought on the production. However, it does not include possible impacts that
extreme drought years may have on the survival and leaf senescence nor any
increase in the biotic stress factors. In that sense the simulations can be considered
as examples of the highest potential growth that may be attainable.

The rate of stand development is greatly enhanced in the changed climate. The
stand closure takes place about 5 years earlier than currently and the stand reach
the phase of first commercial thinning about 15 years earlier than currently. The
rotation length that maximizes timber yield is about 45 years and the stand volume
then is about 500 m3/ha that corresponds to volumes at final cut also currently; only
the rotation that yields the same production is currently about double the length.

As the simulations assume no competition from other species, we need to consider
also the silvicultural treatments necessary to reach such a situation. Stand
establishment requires planting immediately after clear-cutting with rather intensive
management of herb layer. Soil scarification will not be sufficient to control the
ground vegetation but special treatment of herbs need to be done during the second
year after planting. Also at least two treatments of the competing broadleaved trees
are required. Alternatively pre-harvesting treatment of the broadleaved trees may be
necessary to control the sprouting.

The quality control of the trees most likely becomes very important as the fast growth
rate tends to lower the wood quality in pines. Maintaining sufficient stand density is
important but with the very fast growth rate there is the possibility that canopy
becomes too dense and individual crowns prune too high. Another factor that needs
to be considered are the possible severe drought years. Although pines are well
adapted to withstand drought, large scale mortality may follow if stands are allowed
to grow very dense during a favorable period that is followed by a drought. Targeted
thinning before the extreme drought may alleviate the problem as the transpiring leaf
area is decreased and the leaf area of the below canopy ground vegetation is small
due to earlier shading by the canopy trees.

It is clear that climate change will both increase the productivity and production costs
of pine growing. Careful economical analyses are needed to clarify the net influence
in terms of the economy of pine growing. Birch growth in South Finland may be even
more enhanced and it has much less problems in terms of early competition or wood
quality as pine has. Climate change will thus influence the relative economic returns
of silviculture with different tree species on different growing sites.
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Similar analyses as done here for pine vs. birch productivity needs to be done for all
the present and potential tree species. Previous analysis has suggested that spruce
might be declining in the warmer climate. Both increased drought (Kellomäki et al.
2005) and warmer winters (Koca et al. 2006) have been suggested as potential
reasons for the decline. In our analysis we also studied spruce behavior but did not
find any drastic difference from the behavior of pine. However, slight changes in
various values might together lead to decreased productivity. Spruce has a highly
economic growth habit. Per leaf lifetime it requires less nutrients and less wood and
root growth than our other species. That allows spruce saplings to survive in deeper
shade than those of other species in Scandinavian boreal forests. On the other hand,
when resources are plentiful, it can develop very large foliage and crown that casts
deep shade to competing trees. If water stress or warm winter induced accelerated
defoliation prevent it from developing large foliage mass, it will lose in its competitive
ability. Overall, the climate change impacts for spruce management can be expected
similar to pine. We may expect shorter rotation but more difficulties in stand
establishment. However, similar problem with wood quality as there is for pine
should not concern spruce. The drought problem will be stronger than for pine and
attention should be paid not to establish spruces on too coarse soils with inadequate
water holding capacity. The adequate timing of thinning will be equally or more
important than for pine relative to drought years.

In the beginning we limited the impact of climate change on the disturbance
frequency outside the scope of this paper. However, both increased wind and insect
damage (Parviainen et al. 2010) and extreme drought years may influence the length
of maximal possible rotation length. This would naturally favor trees with more rapid
early development. However, the expected shorter rotation length for both of our
conifer species will partially compensate for the problem. Currently unevenaged
forest management has gained wide popularity among the forest owners. The higher
frequency of natural disturbances most likely will influence the relative productivity of
this management scheme, however, the net outcome is difficult to predict.
Unevenaged forests can favor establishment of new saplings but their ability to resist
drought, windthrows and  biotic stress factors need to be studied.

As we limited our analysis for managed forest, the flowering, seed dispersal and
germination and initial seedling growth was left out of the analysis. However, in
forest management chain the management of regeneration material i.e. seeds and
seedlings is an important bottleneck. Also natural regeneration of sites will depend
on the natural seed production. Overall, the temperature increase will influence
favorably to seed production of all the considered species. The only risk may be
involved with phenotypic acclimation to new temperature pattern that may cause
problems in phenotypic acclimation and associated risks of e.g. spring frost damage.
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Both our conifer species are quite conservative with their flowering temperature
requirement, so large scale frost damage is not likely. Provenance selection would
be a tool to better adjust our trees with the changing climate and it would partially
help to adjust the vegetation properties to match the climatic conditions (Kellomäki et
al., 2005). The change would take place naturally, but due to different disturbance
barriers it is a buffered process (Chapin et al., 2004).

4. Conclusions

Climate change will have profound impact to forest productivity and silviculture.
Growth increase can be expected but also modifications to silvicultural practices can
be foreseen. The economic productivity between species and site types will change
as the presently growing broadleaved trees are both more responsive to the climate
change and they are also able to cope with post clear-cutting conditions better than
our conifers. However, also the production potential of the presently dominating
conifers seems to increase.
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